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A Warm Welcome to New Members:
Mr Michael Dames, Worcester
Mr Michael Hayzelden, Worcester
Miss Pauline MacLaren-Humphrey, Pershore
Ms Jane Owens, Worcester
Ms Sheena Payne, Worcester
Mr Ivor Simpson, Bewdley
Dr Anne Spurgeon, Malvern
Mr Peter Walker, Broadwas on Teme
Mr Robin Walton, Ashton under Hill
The Committee of the Worcestershire Archaeological Society is not responsible for any
statements or opinions expressed in the Worcestershire Recorder, the authors of the
contributions alone being responsible for the same.
Corrigendum:
In Jeff Carpenter’s article on ‘Busier Days at the Guildhall’, Bromyard Road should read
Bromwich Road, where the sewage works were constructed.

Cover Illustration:
Late medieval floor tile from Commandery Excavations (see p6)
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Chairman’s Letter
I am delighted to report another excellent session of lectures for the session 2004-5, thanks to
Joe Hillaby. These were all well attended and new faces appeared at our experimental evening
meetings, so these will continue to be integrated into our programme. The lectures were
followed by a successful series of excursions led by sub-committee members and co-ordinated
by Ernie Kay. The Architecture Group under Brian Ferris continues to flourish.
The most important event of the year was the transfer of our library to the custody of Worcester
University. It is now safely stored under secure conditions and members have greater access to
both it, and to the University’s library. If you have not done so please apply for your library ticket.
The official handing-over ceremony, when the
agreements were signed by myself and the
Principal, Professor David Green, took place at the
University on 6 July 2005. Committee and other
notable members of the Society also attended,
including Miss Phyllis Pitt, well into her nineties
and still an active member, Mrs Diana Scott and
Mrs Jean Shearer, who were among the volunteers
who gave freely of their time to help Tim Bridges
and Barbara Ronchetti in the library, as well as
Barbara herself. We were glad to welcome them
and show our appreciation for their hard work.
Sadly Gwen Grice was too frail to join us.
Always an important part of the society’s activities,
the library continues to grow. Donors from the past have included Sir Edward Elgar, and
members continue to donate books from their own collections. (See p21) For the whole of its
existence the library has been dogged by the absence of a permanent home and this has affected
the efficiency and accessibility of the collection. The books have variously been housed in
Foregate Street, the Edgar Tower, the Shirehall, Queen Elizabeth House near The Greyfriars and
latterly the Commandery, to name but some of the lodging places. We really knew what a mobile
library was! As a result, the collection was for many years in a sorry state. There was even, I
understand, an attempt to sell it – fortunately foiled by Robin Whittaker. Robin was involved,
together with Clive Beardsmore, in the sorting out and the move from the city library to the
museum. At last our library is lodged somewhere where it will be kept under ideal conditions and
accessible as never before. We can look forward to sharing the facilities of the Pierson Building,
using both libraries, and to many years of amicable association with Worcester University.
Unfortunately, due to pressure of work, Tim Bridges is no longer able to remain a full
Committee member. I should like to place on record the Society’s thanks for his service over
twenty years during which he has been Chairman, 1991-4, and subsequently Secretary. The
Committee was reluctant to lose Tim’s valuable experience and knowledge, and has co-opted
him onto the Publications and Excursions Sub-Committees. He will no doubt continue to lead
excursions and thus keep in contact with members.
Thank you for your support for the society’s activities. Please continue!
John Harcup OStJ
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News from Worcestershire Historic Environment and Archaeology Service
The Commandery Excavation: interim report
Introduction
In 2004, Worcester City Council drew up plans for two seasons of excavation at the
Commandery in Worcester. These were planned as an
exercise in public archaeology and as a way of
generating new information for future displays. Last
summer, following an evaluation in the spring, the
Survey Trenches
first season took place. Over 120 volunteers took
and walls
part under the supervision of staff from the
Worcestershire Historic Environment and
Archaeology
Service.
Because
the
excavations will continue next summer,
very little post-excavation analysis has
been done as yet, but the results of the
first season are reasonably clear, and
are presented below.
The main aim of the
first season was to find
and date the remains of
buildings shown to the
north of the Great Hall
on 18th century maps.
These buildings were
thought to have formed
part of the medieval
hospital of St Wulfstan,
together with the surviving
Great Hall and Great
Chamber. Three trenches
were opened in this area
(see Fig). A fourth was
opened on the other side
of the Great Hall, to look for
remains of earlier buildings,
and a fifth was opened near the
entrance to Wyld’s Lane, where a
map of 1741 showed an ornamental gateway.

Deposits and features
Late 18th/early 19th century
To begin with the latest remains, the three main trenches each showed a considerable depth of
made ground, most of it deposited in the late 18th/early 19th centuries. This was unexpected, and
is difficult to explain, although it seems most likely that the material is spoil from the
construction of the Worcester to Birmingham canal. The dumping and spreading of this material
may have been associated with landscape gardening, which was represented by a stone-lined
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path in Trench 1 (and by other features identified in the evaluation). An earlier phase of
landscape gardening was represented in Trench 3 by a stone-lined water channel, but
unfortunately nothing survived of the ornamental gateway onto Wyld’s Lane.
Late 15/16th to late 18th century
Beneath the made ground in Trenches 1 and 2 were remains of the buildings shown on the 18th
century maps. In Trench 2 was a corner of a building that continued to the south and east. In
Trench 1 was the end of a building that continued to the north. If the maps are correct (and they
seem to be), then these buildings met at right angles and, together with the Great Hall, defined a
large rectangular courtyard. According to the maps, these buildings were demolished between
1776 and 1795. This event was represented archaeologically by robber trenches and dumps of
building materials. Robbing was most severe in Trench 2, where only one course of masonry
survived, while preservation was better in Trench 1, where the walls had been left up to four
courses high, in order to found a small cottage.
Due to the extent of robbing, and the limited amount of excavation that was possible, evidence
for the character of these buildings was scarce. However, it was clear from the quantity of roof
tiles found about them that they were substantial enough to carry tiled roofs. Evidence for the
date and function of the buildings was also scarce, but artefacts from floor levels in Trench 2
suggest that they were built in the late 15th or early 16th century, and were well-appointed by the
standards of the time, having tiled floors in at least some rooms. The dating evidence is
consistent with the architecture of the Great Hall and Great Chamber, and it seems that all of
these buildings were built in a wholesale redevelopment of the hospital in the late 15th century.
15th/16th century and earlier
Evidence of earlier arrangements came from Trenches 2, 3, and 4. In Trench 2, a sandstone wall
on a north-east to south-west axis was found in the corner of the trench on the last day of the
excavation. A slighter wall was also found, built along a break of slope. Investigating these
structures more thoroughly will be a priority for next season. In Trench 4, next to the Great
Chamber, the robbed-out wall of an earlier, possibly 14th-century building was found in
association with intact floors. This building will also be investigated further next year. The same
trench also chanced upon the foundations of a bay window that was once attached to the Great
Chamber, and was recorded in an inventory of 1607.
Trenches 3 and 4 also produced evidence bearing on earlier arrangements. Both produced
architectural stonework of the kind found in medieval ecclesiastical buildings, and it is likely
that this came from one of the two chapels associated with the hospital. Both trenches also
produced residual pottery of 10th- or 11th-century date. This indicates activity on the site in the
period before the hospital was founded, and might suggest that it was already a place of some
significance. Finally, the excavation produced a total of five sherds of Roman pottery – a small
amount, by Worcester standards, but still enough to suggest activity of some kind.

The artefacts
A wide range of artefacts was found during the excavation, and the assemblage as a whole is
dominated by fragments of tile. These cover a broad range including lugged roof tiles dating
from the 13th century onwards and medieval floor tiles in various designs (one representing a
dragon, and another representing two opposed pelicans).
Most of the pottery assemblage is of 17th- to 18th-century date. The majority of it is red sandy
ware in a variety of forms (mainly pancheons, drinking vessels and storage jars), but there are
5

also many sherds of creamware, Delft ware, and salt glazed stoneware. Sherds of platters and
dishes with slip-glazed decoration are also present along with smaller amounts of jewelled
slipware. There are also several sherds of Westerwald stoneware imported from Germany.
Other artefacts of 17th/18th century date include fragments of clay pipes with stamped initials
on their spurs. One of the pipes with “GP” on the spur can be traced to George Pavel who
produced pipes between 1680 and 1720 at Broseley in Shropshire. There are also many
fragments of bottles including the neck of a brandy bottle from Rotterdam dating to the 18th
century. Other notable finds of this period include a fine-toothed bone comb, and an unusual
bone burnishing tool. There are also several musket balls and springs from firearms that might
relate to the action around Sidbury in the last days of the Battle of Worcester.
The medieval pottery consists mainly of Malvernian jars, pipkins or skillets, dripping and
bunghole jars. These are predominantly of 15th/16th-century date although there are a few
examples of earlier forms. There are also residual sherds of 10th- or 11th-century Cotswold
ware and Stamford ware. Other finds of this period include a range of metal pins, a metal book
clasp (illustrated), and a silver cross penny of Edward IV.

Medieval
Book clasp

Conclusion
In summary, the first season of excavation has added significantly to knowledge of the
medieval hospital, and in the process shed light on earlier and later periods in the history of
the site. Just as importantly, it has provided an opportunity for local people to take part in an
excavation, an opportunity that was taken up with tremendous enthusiasm and commitment. It
is hoped that next season will be just as fruitful, in terms of results and public participation,
and that it will encourage further work of this kind.
Darren Miller and Alan J Jacobs
NB. Pictures of some of these artefacts (and further details on the excavation) can be found on
the Worcester City Museum website, www. worcestercitymuseums.org.uk.

‘Grey Literature’ Online.
Access to unpublished research and fieldwork reports, so-called ‘grey literature’, is a problem
for both professional archaeologists and private researchers as few copies of these reports are
usually produced. WHEAS has thus set up an Online Archaeology Library for the county.
provides a new means of access to the majority of these ‘grey literature’ reports, most
produced via the development control process in Worcestershire, along with a few by local
history societies and private individuals. The aim is to make these reports widely available and
to make sure that they do not ‘disappear’ from the archaeological record.

This
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Currently around 900 reports are on the site. We hope to have all reports of archaeological
work in Worcestershire online within the next few months. The full reports are available as
PDF files. PDFs of older reports have been produced from photocopies and are, therefore, not
of the same quality as the modern digital documents.
Designed to be as simple and user friendly as possible, the site has simple search facilities. It
is aimed mainly at contractors carrying out desk-based assessments and members of the public
wishing to research their local area. You will not be able to carry out complicated searches
looking for reports containing information on particular types of archaeology or specific time
periods. These searches must still be done through the HER. However, once done, you can
access any reports needed from your own home or work place. We are also working with the
Archaeology Data Service (ADS) to integrate our system with their online ‘Grey Literature
Library’. This is an online searchable database of archaeological reports for the whole country,
which has far more sophisticated search facilities than Worcestershire’s Online Archaeology
Library, but currently has few reports from the county.
The inclusion of confidential or commercially sensitive information means that not all reports
can be made freely available over the Internet. However, very few reports fall into this category
and, as most archaeological contractors have given permission for their reports to be on the
site, it will be pretty comprehensive.
The library is at www.worcestershire.gov.uk/archaeology/library. Let us know what you think:
ehancox@worcestershire.gov.uk
Emma Hancox

Worcestershire Record Office: Deposits April to September 2005
The following are some of the deposits made at the Record Office in the above period.
14,208
14,210
14,213
14,223
14,228
14,233
14,234
14,237
14,242
14,249
14,252
14,254
14,258
14,261
14,262
14,267

Records relating to Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, Prime Minister
Records of the parish of Teme Valley South, (20th century)
Reports and other records of The Alice Ottley School, Worcester.
Records of Elmbridge parish, including registers (20th century)
Defford Church and Poor Land Charity
Further deposit of records relating to Vesta Tilley, music hall artiste
Records of Powick parish
Records and registers of Lindridge parish (19th & 20th centuries)
Records of Evesham Methodist church (20th century.)
Records, minutes and accounts of Feckenham parish (17th & 18th centuries)
Records of Upton Baptist Church (17th & 18th centuries)
Deeds re properties in High Street, Worcester
Midwife’s Case Register (early 20th century)
Hartlebury parish records (19th & 20th centuries)
Further records relating to the East Worcestershire Waterworks
Oldswinford parish records/registers

Robin Whittaker
Archives Manager and Diocesan Archivist
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News from the City
The last six months have seen Worcester’s most extensive archaeological excavation yet, at
Newport Street, and the city’s first fully public excavation, at the Commandery (see p4 for article
by Darren Miller and Alan Jacobs). Alongside these there have been numerous evaluations and
watching briefs.
The excavations at Newport Street cover over 2500 sq m, and are expected to continue into
December. Most of the archaeological remains on the site, which range from Roman slag dumps
to post-medieval building foundations, will remain in situ below the new housing development.
The archaeologists are therefore only excavating the upper parts of the sequence, revealing
evidence of the medieval and early post-medieval burgage plots, with buildings and other
features relating in particular to the cloth-making industries such as fulling and dyeing. The
deeper deposits will only be excavated in two sample areas, along with a borehole survey which
will record the underlying alluvial deposits.
Work at Royal Worcester has continued, with a second phase of evaluation trenching in the
visitors’ car park demonstrating that remains of the 19th-century St Peter’s church and the city
wall survive here just below ground level. There are many burials in this area, and the remains
of the medieval St Peter’s can also be expected to survive well. Roman evidence survives in the
form of cobbled surfaces (yards or possibly roads?) and cut features.
On the Albion Mill development, further work has focussed on two periods – the late AngloSaxon to early Norman interface, and the 19th-century industrial buildings. Evaluation here had
already shown evidence of industrial activity, probably of the 10th-12th centuries, and
excavation of an area at Portland Street and Willow Street revealed many more features from this
period.
Dendrochronological dating of timbers in the north wing of the Guildhall showed that they were
indeed reused from an early 17th-century building. The Conservation Statement for the
Guildhall is now largely complete, and draws on contributions from architects, historians,
archaeologists and historic buildings specialists to create a rounded understanding of this
extremely important building and site.
At 19 New St, evaluation and recording has covered the city wall and its internal bank, Roman
deposits and ditches, and substantial medieval structures. Building recording at the west end of
the Victorian north aisle of St John’s church showed that the west wall had been partly retained
from the medieval building. At 13/17 Lowesmoor, a tile-built kiln or oven (probably medieval)
was recorded during renovation works. A watching brief during external works at the All Saints
Building, Worcester College of Technology, recorded a Roman ditch and several burials from
the post-medieval burial ground of St Andrew’s church. Further gas main relining works have
been underway on behalf of Transco, in Sidbury and Friar St, the latter encountering medieval
street surfaces and foundations. Archaeologists excavated the site for a lift shaft at the Old
Palace, Deansway, revealing remains associated with the medieval bishop’s palace.
Lamb’s warehouse in Sansome Walk is a former hop warehouse from the late 19th century, more
recently used for furniture storage and now undergoing conversion into apartments. It only
became clear when a detailed record was made of the buildings that half of the warehouse was
rather older, and in fact preserves the complete shell, including roof, of a mid-19th-century
rackets court. This in its turn incorporates the walls of an earlier open-air court. The inserted
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floors for the hop warehouse are carried on Hardy and Padmore cast iron columns. Rackets was
an early form of squash, first played in debtors’ prisons in the 18th century; although it is still
played, the courts are large and expensive to build and maintain, and it has remained a minority
sport. 19th-century rackets courts are now extremely rare, with only a handful surviving
worldwide; possibly the Worcester court is the oldest in existence.
Work on the Conservation Management Plan for the City Walls is ongoing, with a public
consultation running through November, accompanied by an exhibition at the Guildhall. Your
views count, so please come along and make them known!
Next year Worcester City Council will be producing a new Supplementary Planning Document
on Archaeology and the historic environment, replacing our old guidance, which was last
updated in 1998. Again this will be the subject of public consultation, and anyone wishing to take
part in a focus group should contact us at the Commandery.
James Dinn

News from Worcester Cathedral
More Floor Tiles from Worcester Cathedral
Worcester Cathedral is well known to students of medieval floor tiles for the pavements in the
Old Singing School and Treasury, described and illustrated by Keen in 1978. He identified 48
different designs of decorated tile and proposed a date of 1377-1380 for their manufacture.
Since then 20 other sites have been discovered, from which a total of 559 tiles have been
found, of which 239 are decorated. Some of these sites are areas where excavations in and
around the Cathedral have taken place, some have been random finds, and within the Cathedral
are two small areas of tiles re-set during the Victorian restoration.
The decorated tiles from the Cathedral are typical of others found in Worcester and the Severn
valley. Most are square (but rarely truly square), with a range of 112-128mm, most being
125mm square. The depth shows a range of 19-30mm, the majority being 24mm deep. All
appear to have a sanded lower surface, with no evidence for keying. The sides are angled, often
showing three sides with a moderate bevel and one with a steep bevel, and three tiles have the
lower surface of one or two sides pared. There are only three examples of triangular decorated
tiles (Fig 1), but there is a variety of many different shapes, sizes and colours of plain tiles,
reflecting the need to ‘edge’ or infill the patterned pavement area.
Most of the tiles are made of a hard smooth clay, and the colour varies from purply-red to pink
or orange. Macroscopically they show inclusions which might be quartz, chalk-like spots,
brown grits, pebbles up to 15mm across, and some show micaceous flecks. Lewis describes
two groups of tiles which relate to the Severn Valley (and thus to Worcester): Group 20, which
he relates to those from the Droitwich kiln, and Group 24, linked by design and fabric to the
Canynges Pavement from Bristol. Most of the decorated tiles are ‘two coloured’, i.e. red/brown
with white/yellow inlay. The design technique for the majority indicates that they were
stamped with a very shallow impression and then slipped and glazed to create the two colour
patterns. It is possible that some may have been slipped before being stamped (or printed), but
it is difficult to differentiate the different method of decoration. Very few have any significant
glaze remaining, and what is left shows that they were probably covered with a ‘clear’ glaze.
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It has not been possible to date any of the tiles in this collection. During the excavation of the
north-west tower pier in 1983 evidence for a tile paved area was noted. The tiles were
considered to be of 15th- or 16th-century date, and possibly re-used as they were very worn.
Findings from this study suggest that most of the designs belong to the Lewis Group 20 so may
be 14th-century. All the other tiles from excavations were residual so that any tentative dates
are from comparison with the Lewis Groups 20 or 24.
There are sixteen different designs that relate to Lewis’ Group 20, which he dates to 1377 or
later. One of these is particularly interesting both in the design motif and shape of the tile. Four
tiles are needed to complete the pattern of an intricately decorated circular band with a wyvern
in each corner. The ‘inside’ corner of each tile has been cut at a diagonal so that a square tile
can be inserted, resulting in tiles with 5 straight edges (Figs 2 and 3). Unfortunately we do not
have an example of the style of decoration of the centre tile. (The tiles illustrated in figures 2
and 3 have a slightly different design of circular band from the one drawn by Lewis, but are
the same as one from the British Museum’s collection illustrated by Eames.) All the other
comparative tiles are from Group 24, and for these Lewis suggests a date of 1480-1530. Many
of these designs are to be found in the Canynges Pavement from Bristol, now in the British
Museum, and there are several examples in Worcester, re-set in the north quire aisle. The ‘lily’
tile (Fig 4) is possibly one of the most frequently found patterns, and Victorian tiles using a
very similar motif can be seen at the east end of the quire. The cross shaft (Fig 5) was said to
have been used to mark a grave.
Tiles which have particular relevance to Worcester are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6
shows the arms of the See of Worcester and was found in the excavation outside the Chapter
House in 1999 (a better example can be seen in Great Malvern Priory Church). Figure 7 shows
the arms of Bishop John Carpenter and can be seen in the area of re-set tiles in the north quire
aisle.
Most of the decorated floor tiles which can be seen in the Cathedral date from the restoration
by George Gilbert Scott, and it is well documented that Victorian manufacturers used medieval
designs - the quire of Great Malvern Priory church is a fine example of work by Chamberlain
and Maw, and Hillaby, in his book on St Katherine’s Hospital in Ledbury, points out that
George Gilbert Scott was so pleased with the tiles produced by the firm of Godwin of
Lugwardine that he employed them to replace damaged tiles of the Canynges’ style in St
David’s Cathedral. Godwin’s was the company which made the tiles in Worcester Cathedral,
and in the westernmost part of the quire are twelve examples of designs from the Singing
School (and two others which are similar); but what is of particular interest are three composite
designs towards the east end of the quire, along a line between the north and south entrances.
The question has been raised as to whether the manufacturers used a ‘standard’ pattern book
of designs gleaned from other, unnamed, medieval sites, or whether they copied and used
designs which had previously been in the Cathedral. Tiles and fragments from the excavations
in the Cathedral show exact matches for parts of these three composite designs, making it
likely that they were here and were copied, thus giving us a taste of how the medieval floor
might have looked (Figs 8 and 9).
With this study of the medieval floor tiles found since 1981 it has been possible to identify
approximately 70 designs not previously recorded from the Cathedral and to add considerably
to the corpus of decorated tiles from Worcester, but without petrological analysis the source of
the clays cannot be determined, and without finding the location of more kiln sites it is not
possible to state where the tiles were made. However, together with the large number of tiles
10

Illustrations of Floor Tiles in Worcester Cathedral

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9
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from other sites within the city, it does help to strengthen the case for Worcester being the
major manufacturing centre of medieval floor tiles in the area.
A full catalogue of the tiles will shortly be placed in the Cathedral library.
Anne Howrie
Further reading:
L.Keen, The Medieval Tile Pavements in Worcester BAA Conference Transactions (1978)
E.S. Eames Catalogue of lead-glazed earthenware tiles …British Museum (1980)
J.M.Lewis The Medieval Tiles of Wales National Museum of Wales (1999)
J.Hillaby St Katherine’s Hospital, Ledbury (2003)

Medieval Medicine at Worcester Cathedral Priory
Rev Robert Willis, writing in the Archaeological Journal of 1863, argued that Worcester
cathedral’s infirmary was between the west end of the cathedral and the river, and he claimed it
was known to have been the infirmarer’s house after the middle ages. This house was destroyed
in 1851. Willis believed that the infirmary’s chapel had been between the adjacent post medieval
houses, nos. 8 and 9, which were pulled down in 1843 and 1874 respectively, on what had been
the site of the dormitory and reredorter.
Harold Brakspear wrote a report on the infirmary buildings in 1912, claiming the infirmary was
partly located with the reredorter or monastic toilets attached to the back of the dormitory. These
buildings were three stories high on the north side, and two stories high on the south side,
constructed c.1160-80, the lowest storey being vaulted. Apart from three bays used for storage,
the rest of the sub vault was for the infirmary, some of which would have been used as private
rooms for the infirmarer in the later Middle Ages. In Brakspear’s opinion, the main part of the
infirmary was on the first floor of the three-storied complex. He stated that there were examples
of mixing the infirmary with the dormitory. He felt the infirmary sleeping area would probably
have been located below the infirmary’s hall area, and on the top floor would have been the
reredorter.
However, there is no documentary evidence to support Brakspear’s claims, and it would seem
more likely that it was a separate building nearby. In the Liber Albus there is a reference to a
chamber ‘where other doctors along with the infirm have hitherto been accustomed to sleep’,
suggesting a large interior space which may not have been subdivided. John Atherton Bowen,
speaking at the Worcester Cathedral archaeological symposium in 1992, felt it was probably
located south of the reredorter, and raised concerns about the 17th-century attribution of the
house outside the west door (No.5) as being that of the infirmarer. Joan Greatrex, speaking at the
Cathedral Archaeology Symposium six years later, gave further evidence of the layout, and felt
that Atherton Bowen’s idea of the infirmary being located south of the reredorter sounded
reasonable.
It is possible to build up a picture of the infirmary from the records. In 1378-79 infirmarer John
Gloucester oversaw repairs to the windows of the Infirmary Chapel. In 1391-92 infirmarer John
Lyndesey had to oversee building work carried out to the infirmary, including purchasing
various nails, timber, hooks and hinges. He paid a tiler and two plasterers, and had a lattice door
repaired. This is similar to infirmarer John Grene, who in 1380-81 had spent much of his income
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on building repairs, such as the door leading onto the garden, or timber used to buttress the
infirmarer’s room. The garden no doubt served as both a herb garden for medicines and a quiet
place where the patients could convalesce. Another clue to the layout of Worcester’s infirmary
is given in the account of infirmarer John Dudley I who in 1397-98 paid for various repairs
including some under the infirmary. This perhaps refers to a vault, which Brakspear argued
existed underneath the dormitory complex and was filled-in in 1694-95, but it is important to
note that there is no reference to the dormitory in the text.
The late medieval infirmarer’s accounts suggest that he was as much an administrator as a carer
of the sick. In total, his income in the late 14th century was around £24-£34, but c£22-£23 of this
was savings carried over from the previous year, which was comparatively small in terms of the
other monastic officials’ budgets. As regards the infirmarer’s expenditure, most money was
spent on miscellaneous items. Few references in his accounts were medical.
Henry Hampton was made physician to the infirmary in 1320 and his contract was recorded in
the Liber Albus. Nine years later, John de Bosco was to be made the priory’s lay medical officer,
medicus. He was paid in kind with generous portions of bread and beer. He was also given a bed
in the infirmary, a stable place for his horse with hay and oats, and an annual pension of 40
shillings during his residence, which was to cease if he was promoted to an ecclesiastical
benefice. The terms reflect the importance of de Bosco’s role, and prove that the infirmarer
required the services of a physician at least from the 14th century onwards.
Evidence of a change comes from an account of 1412, when infirmarer Thomas Dene had an
income of only £5 13s 8 1/2d. This was a significant cut in the infirmarer’s budget and probably
any savings had been spent. Matters had improved only marginally by the 16th century when the
infirmarer’s total income had risen to c. £13, suggesting a downgrading of the infirmary in the
monastery’s priorities from the end of the 14th century. In 1520-21 the only medical expenses
Brother Roger Stanford paid out were 13s 4d to the prior for medicines, and the clerk of the
infirmary, clericus, received a stipend of 10s. The key lay person was now the groom of the
infirmary, valectus, who earned 20s in 1516. Therefore, in the 16th century the infirmarer’s
smaller income meant that the monastery employed someone who was half the cost of the
physician John de Bosco in 1329, and presumably with far less expertise.
These changes may explain the age of the medical texts in the cathedral collection, which
mainly date from before the 15th century. None of the Worcester medical texts was illustrated,
and this too can be explained by their early date. We have no complete contemporary catalogue
of the medieval collection, so it is unclear how many other medical manuscripts existed at
Worcester. Nevertheless, if all but one of Worcester’s medical texts was pre-14th century, and
only one has annotations from the 15th century, it suggests that the monks had far more to do
with medicine in the 12th and 13th centuries than in later times.
In conclusion, the monastery appears to have had a well-organised, if poorly-funded, medical
service for its monks, run by an infirmarer who was concerned with administrative matters, but
probably had enough knowledge to give basic treatment and care to the sick. He also called upon
professional help for the care of patients. From the cathedral library’s collection of medical texts
it is noticeable that many date from the 13th century or earlier, with annotations of a similar date.
This reflects a greater interest in the study of medicine by the monks of that era.
David Morrison.
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English Heritage Buildings at Risk Register 2005
The Register can be found on EH’s website www.english-heritage.org.uk. Relevant updating
comments from English Heritage are included below. Priority for action is described in the
Register as follows:
A: Immediate risk of further rapid deterioration or loss of fabric; no solution agreed
Croome, The Panorama, Grade I. A circular temple of c1800 by James Wyatt, though
Pevsner gives Adam, 1766. It has four groups of two Tuscan columns in antis, the solid walls
being lightened by niches, a recessed drum and a dome. Formerly part of Croome Court estate,
it is now neglected and in poor condition. The National Trust is interested in acquiring both
The Panorama and Dunstall Castle, as also Pirton Tower.
Earls Croome, Dunstall Castle, Grade II*. A folly ruin of c1750-60, attributed to Sanderson
Miller and designed as an eye-catcher for the 6th earl of Coventry. Two round towers linked
by a high archway form the main part. See above re National Trust interest.
Hagley, Obelisk, Grade II*, described by Pevsner as ‘uncommonly slender’. Mid 18thcentury, it stands 1km north of Hagley Hall in the park landscaped by Sir George Lyttelton in
the 1740s-50s. The upper part of shaft has fallen down. Situated on a knoll with panoramic
views, it serves as an eye-catcher from the Hall. It has been fenced by the Estate to repel
trespass and protect the public from falling masonry.
Crowle Court, Kitchen Range, Grade II. The monument includes buried and earthwork
remains of a moated medieval monastic retreat at Crowle Court, believed to have been used
as a summer retreat for the priors of Worcester from the 14th to the 16th century. Only the
former Kitchen Range has survived above ground. The surviving masonry is in a dangerous
state of collapse. A repair scheme has been prepared.
Evesham, Abbot Chryton’s Wall, Grade II. Part of the outer precinct wall of Evesham
Abbey, built by William de Chryton (1317-44). Previous grant-aided consolidation has
partially failed due to vandalism. Further consolidation is being monitored and discussions are
ongoing to agree long-term solution.
B: Immediate risk as above; solution agreed but not yet implemented
Churchill, Baches Forge, Grade II. An early 19th-century hand forge building, comprising
two brick structures which form part of a water-powered spade and shovel mill. The building
is unsound and potentially dangerous. Immediate works of shoring and propping are essential
for public safety and to safeguard the building and its contents. Proposals are being drawn
up.
Evesham Abbey, Abbot Reginalds Wall, Grade II. Abbot Reginald’s wall forms the southern
boundary of Evesham Abbey precinct. Part of the wall had collapsed. Consolidation and repair
work were completed this summer.
C: Slow decay; no solution agreed
Hagley Hall, Temple of Theseus of 1758 by James ‘Athenian’ Stewart, Grade I. According
to Pevsner it is a miniature copy of the Theseion and ‘the earliest example of the Doric Revival
anywhere and thus vastly memorable, although the majesty of the order does not lend itself to
the smallness of the copy and the picturesque setting’. Its condition is now stable. The estate
has cleaned up the building after recent serious vandalism and it is now securely fenced.
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Kidderminster, Hoarstone Farmhouse, Grade II*. This early 17th-century farmhouse appears
in error. Some minor works remain but essentially the building has been repaired.
South Littleton, Manor House, c1685-1720, Grade II*. The property is in new ownership, and
the condition better than expected, with good progress being made. It is likely to be removed
from the Register soon.
Worcester, Remains of City Wall, Grade II. Because of the multiple ownership, lack of coordinated policy/funding and dual protection, the walls suffer from divided responsibilities. As
noted in James Dinn’s report (see p9), work on the Conservation Management Plan for the City
Walls for the medieval defences is ongoing, with a public consultation running through
November, accompanied by an exhibition at the Guildhall.
D: Slow decay; solution agreed but not yet implemented
Croome Court, Rotunda of c1760, Grade I. It has pedimented openings with garland
plaques above. The dome is coffered inside and the walls have stucco decoration, ‘more mid
18th-century than classical’. Its condition is stable and weathertight, but the state of the lathing
supporting the plasterwork inside is not known. A Section 106 agreement with MHDC requires
repair of the Rotunda when the 9th unit of the various conversion schemes permitted has been
completed. Members will recall a visit a few years ago to Croome Court which is currently on
the market, including the Rotunda, with a guide price of £3.5 million.
Worcester, Shrub Hill Waiting Room, c1880, Grade II*. The cast-iron frame needs structural
repair; the front wall is leaning out and currently shored up. Repairs are also to be carried out to
the ceramic tiles. Work is in progress.
E: Under repair or in fair to good repair, but no user identified; or under threat of vacancy
Ribbesford House, Grade II*. Mid 16th-century house with late 17th- and early 19th-century
alterations. Repairs are taking place to the external fabric in parallel with work to upgrade
existing apartments within. Likely to be removed from the Register soon.
Bengeworth, West Porch of Old Church, the 15th-century remains of the west tower of the old
church of St Peter, pulled down in 1870. The porch, which stood under the west tower, is of
rubble. Masonry has been pointed with cement in the past which is now cracking. Consent has
been obtained for a scheme of repairs but no funding is available for implementation.
F: Repair scheme in progress
Areley Kings, Church House, Grade II*. See Recorder 71, p6. A local trust has been formed to
restore the building for a variety of communal uses, and repair work is currently in progress,
funded by an HLF grant.

Local Geodiversity Action Plan for Castlemorton Common
A Local Geodiversity Action Plan (LGAP) for Castlemorton Common, Hollybed Common and
Coombe Green Common is being developed. This aims to record the important geological sites
in the area, devise a plan to protect and manage them, and help the general public to find out
more so that they will want to help to look after this precious heritage for future generations. The
underlying geology reflects the landscape and soils and affects the plants and the animals which
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can live there, so protection of the geodiversity is vital for the protection of the biodiversity of
the area. This work is being carried out for Malvern Hills AONB by Herefordshire and
Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust.
The picture shows an outcrop of volcanic
rock dating back to Precambrian times, on
the hills, which rise steeply above
Castlemorton Common. Most of the rocks
of the Malverns were once molten and
cooled down deep under the earth’s crust to
form crystalline diorites and granites. In the
area of Hangman’s Hill and Broad Down are
lavas which erupted from volcanoes in an
island arc nearly 600 million years ago.
Some of the volcanoes erupted on land but
others under the sea. As the hot lava
emerged it was cooled by the sea water forming a chilled crust around globular shapes, which
gradually built up as a pile of “pillow lavas”. These can be seen at Clutter’s Cave and also
further down the slopes of the hills. There are also occasional layers of volcanic ash, (tuff).
About 350 million years later, during the Triassic Period this area of Britain was at the latitude
of the Sahara Desert today. In the arid climate muds were laid down in conditions similar to
those seen around the Persian Gulf today. Iron oxides developed which give the rocks, and the
soils that have formed on them, a red colour. In the Triassic Period, there were earth movements
and faulting along the eastern side of the Malvern Hills. A rift valley developed in what is the
Severn Valley today. The Mercia Mudstones
can occasionally be seen in the valleys of the
streams which cross the common, as in the
picture below, where they underlie the gravel
layer.
The picture shows the “Malvern Gravels”
which cover Castlemorton Common on which
only poor thin soils have developed. These
gravels are the debris which was washed down
from the hills during the Ice Age. These gravels
are composed of angular fragments of local
rock in a finer matrix. In the picture you can
see a pinkish pebble of Malvern granite and darker pebbles of volcanic rock from the hills above.
Can you help in the study of the commons? Do you know of interesting sites where rocks or
soils can be seen? Does anyone have information about quarrying in the Arden Sandstone
ridges, working of clay deposits in the area, or springs and wells? Please would anyone who is
interested in the LGAP, who knows of special sites in the area or who would like to share their
local knowledge, contact –
Moira Jenkins, Herefordshire and Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust,
Geological Records Centre, University of Worcester, Henwick Grove, Worcester, WR2 6AJ
Telephone 01905 855184 or e-mail m.jenkins@worc.ac.uk
More information can be found on our website: www.EarthHeritageTrust.org.uk
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Friends of St Swithun’s Church, Worcester
The Churches Conservation Trust is keen to establish a Friends organisation for St Swithun’s
church, a much loved church which is cared for by a few dedicated supporters. In order to plan
for the future it is necessary to establish a larger group, which can work with the Trust to care for
the church, organise events and help with its presentation. It is hoped that the church can be
more widely used and visited.
A Friends organisation will be able to:
- raise money to finance specific projects for the church;
- organise stewardship rotas; also cleaning and flower rotas;
- arrange exhibitions, concerts and other events;
- support the Churches Conservation Trust in its work and in joint initiatives
- work with the Churches Conservation Trust and local schools, societies and educational
organisations to establish and educational programme at St Swithun’s
If you can help in any way please get in touch with Vicky Nutt on 07833763961. Offers to serve
on the committee are particularly welcome but we would also be delighted to hear from those
who would like to join as ordinary members and Stewards or offer moral support. Stewards can
sign up on the rota in the church or contact Vicky on the number above. The key to St Swithun’s
is available from the Tourist information Centre next to the Guildhall.

An early medieval house of national importance in Bewdley - 5-9 Stourport Road,
Wribbenhall (SO 78917534)
Thirty years ago in this newsletter the writer drew attention to the significance of this T-shaped
timber-framed building. Modernisation of the attic at No.9 had just begun and revealed a
remarkable crown-post roof with scissor rafters. In No.7 fieldwork showed that the central
truss of the former open hall comprised a base cruck, a collar with cusped knee braces, then a
crown-post and scissor rafters similar to the wing. A number of preliminary section drawings
were prepared.
It was clear in the 1970s that the base cruck with its crown-post roof makes this one of the
earliest surviving domestic framed buildings within the county. An early fourteenth-century
date was proposed on stylistic grounds. Most recently the building has been subject to
dendrochronology by English Heritage and a felling date of c. 1302-24 has been obtained.
Stephen Price

Worcestershire in the Old Bailey
Amongst the ever-increasing number of websites providing online source material of interest
to Worcestershire researchers, the Proceedings of the Old Bailey at www.oldbaileyonline.org
should not be overlooked. The Proceedings provide accounts of over 100,000 criminal trials
held at London’s central criminal court between 1674 and 1834. As such their content has been
described as “probably the best accounts we shall ever have of what transpired in ordinary
English courts before the later eighteenth century.”
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For those interested in Worcestershire people, places and events the value of this resource lies
in the way the recent digitisation project has been organised, enabling immediate retrieval. You
can search by keywords, names, places, crimes and dates. The examples cited here concern
thefts and all throw light on methods of travel or the movement of goods between the capital
and Worcestershire.
The first example concerns the theft in January 1761 of Stourbridge-made glassware from
their crates on the Stourbridge wagon when it was unloaded in the Saracen’s Head Yard, Snow
Hill, London. The defendants, Peter Seager and John Nash, were employed to conduct the
crates to the London glass sellers but were accused of removing two wine glasses on 30
November 1760, another two on 7 December and two tumblers on 21 December. That this was
not an infrequent occurrence is proven by the testimony of Elisha Barrow, one of the
Stourbridge glass dealers, who told the court:
“I live at Stourbridge, and deal in glass, Mr. Graybrook and I load this waggon up to London
every week, and those crates are robbed every week; the glass-sellers will swear they miss
several out of the crates, and in settling accounts here in town with them, I am forced to allow
for many pounds worth in the year that are wanting.”
Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www.oldbaileyonline.org, 1 November 2005), 16 January
1761, trial of Peter Seager and John Marsh (17610116-34).
The second example (Old Bailey Proceedings, 5 September 1833 trial of John Ellis
(t18330905-18)) concerns the theft in 1833 of two packing cases containing nearly three
thousand pairs of gloves, which were being sent from John and William Dent’s Cheapside
premises in London to the company’s Worcester manufactory. The trial contains much detail
of Dent’s warehousing arrangements, including a booking-out system by which goods were
signed for. Diverted by William Pedley, Joseph Smith and John Ellis, the packing cases never
reached Worcester. ‘Normally’, a witness from Worcester tells us, ‘they would be two or three
days coming from London’. The prisoners were found guilty and transported.
The last example (Old Bailey Proceedings, 21 April 1784, trail of John Nicholls (t17840421130)) relates to a Leominster man, John Nicholls, who in 1784 was in the employment of
Thomas and William West, London hair merchants and perfumers. Nicholls stole a large box
containing part of his employers’ stock of razors, powder puffs, silk, combs, soap, hair powder
and wig ribbon. He had the box sent back to the Midlands – to “the Rein Deer [inn],
Malchapen-street, Worcester” - where he thought it would be safe to sell it on. He claimed that
he had bought it from different people in the streets of Worcester. However, the jury was
unconvinced by this and other evidence submitted in Nicholls’ defence. He was found guilty
and transported to Africa for seven years.
These examples should suffice to encourage interest in this valuable resource. The website
also contains some extremely useful introductory sections, links to associated records which
enable the researcher to track a case, a glossary and bibliography. The project directors, Tim
Hitchcock and Robert Shoemaker of the Universities of Hertfordshire and Sheffield, have
prepared these. There are also excellent pages for teachers in both schools and universities.
The project was funded by grants from the Arts & Humanities Council (Resource
Enhancement Scheme) and the New Opportunities Fund (Digitisation of Learning Materials
Fund). The directors are planning to continue digitising the Proceedings from 1834 to 1914.
Stephen Price
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Worcestershire Historical Society News
Following the publication last year of Court Rolls of Elmley Castle, Worcestershire, 13471564 (see Recorder 71), work is now being finalised on Volume 21, Records of Feckenham
Forest, c1236-1377, edited by Jean Birrell. This is a volume dealing with the administration
of forest law in an area which formed a significant part of the acreage of the county. It will be
of great interest not only to those interested in the culture and administration of hunting and
in the workings of forest law, but also to students of topography, forest boundaries and placenames. Following a successful application to the Marc Fitch Fund, a publication date in the
first few months of 2006 is expected.

Book Reviews
The Malvern Hills: an ancient landscape
Mark Bowden, with contributions by David Field and Helen Winton
English Heritage 2005 (A4 page size) 69 pages with 58 figures and photographs. Price £9.50p
I grew up in the Vale of Evesham, so my western skyline was always dominated by the
Malvern Hills; I used to imagine that the jagged outline of the hills (fig 3) was caused by some
entombed dinosaur, which one day might wake up and cause the hills to disappear!
The Malvern Hills publication starts off by describing
the unique geology of this area, which has shaped its
topography and subsequent landscape history. This
section, which is not illustrated, would have benefited
from a colour geology map and cross-section. After
setting the scene on a period-by-period basis a wealth of
archaeological sites (both landscape features and finds)
are described. The text nicely makes the point that there
is great deal more to the prehistory of the area than its
hill forts of Berrow Hill, Midsummer Hill and British
Camp. Likewise local medieval churches, moated sites
and castles are described and illustrated. To remind us
that landscapes are dynamic and fragile ecosystems the
book ends with an overview looking at the prospects for
future research and management.

Drawing of miniature urn found
on Worcestershire Beacon with
cremated human remains in 1849,
originally published in Archaeol J
7 (1850)

The overview would have benefited from a discussion of
the work of Malvern Hill Conservators, who sadly only
get a few brief mentions. The Malvern Hills
Conservators were set up as a corporate body under the
first Malvern Hills Act of 1884 (there are subsequent
acts of 1900, 1924, 1930, and 1995) and now care for
some 3,000 acres of countryside. In terms of the
historical context of the Malvern Hills Conservators it is
worth remembering that they are only 12 years younger
that the US Yellowstone National Park Authority
(established 1872), but are some 57 years older than any
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English National Park Authority. So I feel that the role of the Malvern Hills in the history of
landscape conservation deserved more recognition as without their efforts the hills would be
blighted by houses or caravan sites.
In conclusion, I feel that this publication has been thoroughly researched and is well written
and illustrated. I would recommend it to anyone who has an interest in the history or
archaeology of the area.
Bruce Watson

Early Celtic Art in Britain and Ireland Ruth & Vincent Megaw
Shire Archaeology (2nd ed, 2005) £5.99
One must welcome this extensively revised and enlarged introduction to the, predominantly
warrior and aristocratic, art of the Iron-Age inhabitants of Britain and Ireland from the 4th
century BC to the Roman conquest. Medieval Irish and Welsh texts, embodying the oral
traditions, are an uncertain guide to the life and culture of the early Celts, so their art is a
valuable window into their mind and soul. Much of the surviving art decorates metalwork,
usually weapons or items of personal adornment; there is little or no securely dated sculpture.
The imagery is elusive, being non-representational and non-narrative, and so difficult to
analyse. Figures of ‘A first vocabulary of early Celtic art’, ‘A first grammar of early Celtic
ornament and ‘Details of vegetal-style tendrils on metalwork’ are thus very helpful, as are the
maps of la Tène and the main sites mentioned in the text. The book is generously illustrated
with excellent photographs, over 20 of them in colour, of items in museums up and down the
country, Wales, Scotland and Ireland. The reading list covers The Celts, general; Celtic art,
general; Britain and Ireland in the Iron Age; and Celtic art in Britain and Ireland.

Edward Elgar Michael Messenger
Shire (2005) £5.99
As the Further Reading section shows, there have been numerous biographies and studies of
Elgar since the first, by Robert J.Buckley, in 1905, and monographs and articles dealing with
individual works and detailed aspects or periods of his life are ‘legion’. But this ‘illustrated
life’ by Michael Messenger, a director of the Elgar Foundation and Chairman of the Elgar
Birthplace Management Committee, is an excellent, informative introduction to a remarkable
man who overcame many disadvantages to become the most famous British composer of his,
and the present, generation. The book is attractively produced, with numerous well-chosen
illustrations. Photographs include the Powick Quintet in 1875, when Elgar was a member;
August Jaeger, the ‘Nimrod’ of the Enigma Variations; Elgar with the soloist, Beatrice
Harrison, of the first recording of the Cello Concerto at the end of 1919; and Elgar conducting
at the British Empire Exhibition in 1924. There are illustrations also of his sense of humour,
including his caricature of Queen Victoria and details of his joke fragment of an imaginary
cantata, with Sir Edward Speyer to recite ‘Kindly do not smoke in the hall or staircase’
‘lusingando’ (literally flattering, ie in a tender manner). ‘minacciando’ (in a menacing
fashion), ‘feroce!’ and ‘deciso’, amidst billowing clouds of smoke. For many this book will be
an invaluable adjunct to a visit to the excellent Museum at Lower Broadheath.
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Worcestershire Dovecotes
The County Planner, J.C.Pridham, carried out a survey in 1974 of 64 dovecotes in the county, of
which 50 were listed as of special architectural or historic interest, those noted below being
Grade II or II*. Their condition varied from good to ruinous; many had been converted to
cottages, playrooms or stores, and some were unused. Most are 17th- or 18th-century
The pigeon’s unique capacity to produce crop milk frees it from the strict breeding seasonality,
related to maximum availability of insects etc, of other birds. Thus they were valued as a source
of fresh food in winter, and also for their manure. It is thought that pigeon-keeping originated in
Rome and, as there are no records of Roman columbaria in England, that the Normans
introduced them here. Norman laws allowed lords of the manor and ecclesiastics to keep
dovecotes, so the earliest examples are to be found at monastic or manorial sites. This right was
much resented as each pigeon could eat its own weight in corn every day. Later small
freeholders could build a dovecote, and a tenant with his landlord’s permission. This led to a
great number of dovecotes being constructed in the 16th and 17th centuries. About 1800 it was
estimated that pigeons consumed the equivalent of the food requirements for 1% of the
population. Dovecotes remained important in the economy and organisation of English farms
until the mid 18th century when root crops were introduced as winter fodder for livestock. In
general the practice ceased by the mid 19th century.
The earliest dovecotes were circular with stone walls, of which there are 13th-century examples
at Littleton, and Wickhamford, and ‘medieval’ examples at Cleeve Prior, II*, and Kyre Park.
The form was still used in the 16th and 17th centuries, at Longdon, Grafton Manor and Little
Comberton. The medieval timber-framed cote at Hill Croome, being renovated at the time of the
survey, merits an entry in Pevsner for its cruck frame. The National Trust owns two other
timber-framed cotes, of the 16th century at Hawford and of the 17th at Wichenford, II*. Also of
the 17th century is the II* cote at Dormston Moat Farm, restored by Avoncroft Museum. Square
and rectangular stone cotes generally came later, but of the two II* cotes at Bretforton, that at
Grange Farm is described as 14th-century, and the II* at Offenham Court as 16th-century.
Over 30 years have passed. Much of the raw research data was lodged with the Record Office.
Is the time ripe for a fresh survey?

Worcestershire Archaeological Society News:
Additions to the Library
As mentioned in Recorder 71 (p17) a number of books of the late Edward A. (Ted) Price have
been given to the Society. These include:
J.P.Anderson The Book of British Land Surveyors (1976)
J.Blair (ed) Minsters and Parish Churches: the local church in transition, Oxford Univ
Archaeol Monograph Mo 17 (1988)
P.D.A.Harvey & H.Thorpe The Printed Maps of Warwarkshire 1576-1900 (1959)
D.Hooke Anglo-Saxon Landscapes of the West Midlands: the Charter Evidence,
British Archaeol Rep 95 (1981)
J.Ogilby Britannia Vol 1 (1939 colour reproduction of his 1675 road atlas)
Ogilby’s Road Maps of England and Wales, 1971 facsimile of Ogilby’s Britannia (1675)
A.Saville (ed) Archaeology in Gloucestershire (1984)
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Other recent additions are Eddie Price’s Frocester: a Romano-British settlement, its antecedents
and successors (2000), purchased on the trip (see p23), and, from the library of the late John
Findlay, former Chairman of the National Trust Worcester and Malvern Centre and Treasurer of
the Malvern Museum, who died in October this year, come over 20 books including:
S.Johnson The Roman Forts of the Saxon Shore (2nd ed, 1979)
J.&J.Penoyre Houses in the Landscape (1978)
B.Cunliffe Iron Age Communities in Britain (1975)
Ernie Kay has donated a complete run of Current Archaeology, from the very first issue to the
end of 2004, and will continue to pass on subsequent editions on an annual basis.

Architecture Group
The Architecture Group is a sub-division of the Society which meets about five times a year.
Meetings, normally a talk illustrated by slides, take place at 2.30pm on Thursday afternoons
at the Friends’ Meeting House in Sansome Walk. The programme for 2005/6 is as follows:
10 November

Germany: Dresden, Potsdam and Berlin.
Baroque Dresden, neo-Classic and modern Berlin, and palaces at
Charlottenburg and elsewhere. The work of K.F.Schinkel.

8 December

France: Mont Saint Michel and other sites in Normandy.
A fairly detailed look at Mont Saint Michel, a world heritage site and one
of the finest and most complete of medieval monastic complexes. Also a
view of 13th-century Coutances cathedral, a bell-foundry and other sites.

12 January 2006 Rome. The early Christian and medieval churches.
A look at some of the many very ancient foundations.
16 February

Italy. Pompeii, Herculaneum and Paestum.

16 March

Members’ choice.

Brian Ferris

2005 Excursions Report
My first season’s work as administrator for the Society’s excursion programme makes me
realise how much we owe to Brian Ferris who, for ten years, not merely did the job I have
now taken on but planned, reconnoitred and led most of the excursions himself. My task has
been more modest, to ensure we had a group of leaders who between them would put together
and lead a good programme, with myself acting as administrator. Our thanks should thus go
primarily to the leaders, John Harcup, Robin Whittaker, Joe Hillaby, Brian Ferris, Tim Bridges
and Stephen Price, and not least to our indefatigable coach planner/ driver, Roy Sheppard.
We started on 21 April with a full coach for a joint trip with the Elgar Society exploring the
composer’s Herefordshire haunts. Joe Hillaby talked knowledgeably about Weobley, Madley
and Eaton Bishop, while John Harcup filled in with Elgarian anecdotes. Tea by Madley Church,
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with local produce on sale, was a bonus; seldom has a trip had so much booty, in eggs, cakes and
rhubarb, from one of our visits! We should aim at a joint trip with an appropriate body each
year; the mingling is one good way of spreading our joint messages.
Robin Whittaker had organised for Stourport Civic Society to take us on an evening walk round
the remnants of their formerly busy canal port on 23 May. The drizzle just kept off and we all
enjoyed seeing how well they built and designed even utilitarian buildings in the late 18th
century.
Joe Hillaby’s trip to see barns in the Lower Severn Valley
- Leigh Court, Ashleworth, Frocester and Bredon - on 30
June was a tour de force in planning and interest and gave
us an overall view of these monastic phenomena. Seeing
and hearing Eddie Price talking about the excavations in
his fields at Frocester over many years was a special
highlight of this trip.
On 28 July Brian Ferris led us to the isolated church at
Kinlet with its magnificent tombs, Bridgnorth for lunch
and then the National Trust Morville Hall where the
resident family showed us the house, garden and
extraordinary collection of furnishings they have built up.
Fortunately most of the visit was to indoor sites as this was
by far our wettest day of the year.
Tim Bridges’ ever-popular explorations of some of
Worcestershire’s less known churches continued on the evening of 3 August when he displayed
his incomparable knowledge at Dormston, Inkberrow and Abbots Morton.
Stephen Price organised our trip on 20 August when we were shown over two garden restoration
projects. First at Leasowes, near Halesowen, by architect Brian Dix, followed by David
Whitehead’s memorable visit to the beautiful and interesting gardens and the old and new
mansions of Hewell Grange. The latter is now used as one of HM Prisons and thus rarely seen
by the public. Scrumptious tea at Tardibigge village hall adjacent to the lovely Georgian church
crowned a happy and strenuous day blessed with fine weather.
Our luck with the weather continued on 20 September for our last trip of the year, Stephen Price
leading a return to his former haunts in Bristol. We saw over the Georgian House, the
Elizabethen Red House, had a fascinating backstage tour of Britain’s oldest working theatre, the
Georgian Theatre Royal, and visited the ‘fairest and goodliest’ parish church in England, St
Mary Redcliffe
A small photographic record of our excursions is being developed. Any donations of prints (7x5
if possible – hard copy, not electronic media please) will be gratefully received by me.
We are now working to devise another attractive programme for 2006, which we hope to present
to you in January. To keep costs down it is essential that we have good (and, hopefully,
increasing) support so we are relying on you!
Ernie Kay
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2005-6 Lecture Programme
This year’s programme commenced on 3 October with Ian Bapty of Clwyd Powys
Archaeological Trust talking about ‘Offa’s Dyke. Research and Conservation’. This was
accompanied by a range of slides which graphically illustrated some of the many problems he
has had to face, especially on the northern sections of the Dyke, where urban growth in some
places has come right up to the Dyke itself. In one case an enterprising householder has even
converted the Dyke’s east face into a colourful rock garden! This lecture is to be followed up
by a visit to some of the sites Ian described on Offa’s Dyke next summer.
On 31 October Brian Smith spoke about the work of members of the Dougharty Family,
primarily as mapmakers but also, in the case of John Dougharty senior, as schoolmaster,
teaching such modern subjects as history, geography and mathematics in the Edgar Tower.
Brian’s remarkable photographs illuminated vividly the family style with details of cartouches,
but especially their drawings of a range of well-known, and several less well-known,
Worcestershire buildings. Many members, no doubt, will now be returning to the Society’s
Transactions to read Brian’s earlier articles, ‘The Dougharty Family. 18th-Century
Mapmakers’ (Vol 15, 245-82) and ‘Two Early Sketches of the Worcester Porcelain Works’ (Vol
16, 221-5). A further article will appear in the forthcoming Transactions.
On 14 November, while the Recorder is at the printer’s, James Dinn is due to talk about
‘Streets paved with iron: new light on Roman Worcester’. His last lecture to the Society, some
2 years ago, was a remarkable overview of the history and archaeology of Worcester and we
look forward to hearing a more in-depth presentation of one era. This will be one of three
evening lectures, at which we hope to see people who are unable to attend in the afternoon.
Following the AGM, on 28 November, Tom Pagett looks set to intrigue us with ‘Jekyll and
Dowsing’. Future dates are as follows:
9 January, 2.15pm

Chris Potter:
‘Old Swinford Hospital: The Early Years of the School
from 1667 and the Foley Family Connections’

6 February, 7.30pm

Darren Miller (WHEAS):
‘Commandery Excavations: An Interim report’

20 February, 2.15pm

Elizabeth Yarker:
‘The Victorian Restoration of Worcester Cathedral’

20 March, 2.15pm

Stephen Price:
‘The Yeoman Farmhouse in Worcestershire. Recent Fieldwork’

26 April, 7.30pm

Berkeley Lecture
Della Hooke:
‘Recent Views on the Worcestershire Landscape’

NB:Wednesday
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Items for the next issue should be sent to the Editor, Caroline Hillaby, at The Roughs,
Hollybush, Ledbury, HR8 1EU, tel/fax 01531 650618, email carolinehillaby@onetel.com by
1 March 2006.
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